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Summary 

Transposition of phage Mu takes place within higher 
order protein-DNA complexes called transpososomes. 
These complexes contain the two Mu genome ends 
synapsed by a tetramer of Mu transposase (MuA). 
Transpososome assembly is tightly controlled by mul- 
tiple protein and DNA sequencecofactors. We find that 
assembly can occur through two distinct pathways. 
One previously described pathway depends on an en- 
hancer-like sequence element, the internal activation 
sequence (IAS). The second pathway depends on a 
MuB protein-target DNA complex. For both pathways, 
all four MuA monomers in the tetramer need to interact 
with an assembly-assisting element, either the IAS or 
MuB. However, once assembled, not all MuA mono- 
mers within the transpososome need to interact with 
MuB to capture MuB-bound target DNA. The multiple 
layers of control likely are used in vivo to ensure effi- 
cient rounds of DNA replication when needed, while 
minimizing unwanted transposition products. 

Introduction 

Formation of hig her order protein-DNA complexes is often 
a critical step in the initiation of transcription, recombina- 
tion, and replication. The assembly of these complexes 
is frequently a target of regulation. The protein-DNA com- 
plexes involved in transpositional and site-specific recom- 
bination are among the best characterized and thus are 
excellent systems for elucidating general principles gov- 
erning complex assembly, disassembly, and organization. 

The higher order protein-DNA complexes that mediate 
transposition of the phage Mu genome are called transpo- 
sosomes (Surette et al., 1987; Craigie and Mizuuchi, 1987; 
Mizuuchi et al., 1992). These transpososomes contain the 
two ends of the Mu genome synapsed by a tetramer of 
the Mu transposase (MuA) (Lavoie et al., 1991; Baker and 
Mizuuchi, 1992; Mizuuchi et al., 1992). Assembly of the 
transpososome is a prerequisite for the chemical steps of 
transposition that move Mu to new locations in the host 
genome. These steps are single strand cleavage at the 
two ends of the Mu genome, called donor cleavage, and 

the insertion of the cleaved Mu ends into a target DNA, 
called DNA strand transfer. Three forms of the Mu transpo- 
sosomes are distinguished based on the chemical steps 
their DNA components have undergone. The stable syn- 
aptic complex (SSC or type 0 complex) contains uncleaved 
donor DNA; the cleaved donor complex (CDC or type I 
complex) contains donor DNA that has undergone cleav- 
age at the Mu ends; and the strand transfer complex (STC 
or type II complex) contains the covalently joined donor 
and target DNAs (Figure 1A). 

The key component of the transpososome is the MuA 
protein. The 663 residue MuA protein can be divided into 
three domains by partial proteolysis (Nakayama et al., 
1987), and each domain can be further divided functionally 
or structurally into subdomains (Figure 1 B). The N- and 
C-terminal regions of the protein interact with cofactors 
that regulate transposition (see below), while the internal 
regions are involved in catalysis of DNA cleavage and 
strand transfer. The core domain (domain II) of MuA contrib- 
utes essential functions to both chemical reactions. The 
crystal structure of this domain has been solved (Rice and 
Mizuuchi, 1995); the major part of this structure is remark- 
ably similar to that of the catalytic core domain of HIV 
integrase (Dyda et al., 1994), as well as RNase H (Kataya- 
nagi et al., 1990; Yang et al., 1990; Davies et al., 1991) 
and the Holliday junction resolving enzyme RuvC (Ariyoshi 
et al., 1994). MuA and HIV integrase catalyze similar reac- 
tions, endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3’end of the donor 
DNA and subsequent strand transfer (reviewed by Mizuu- 
chi, 1992a, 1992b). A set of acidic amino acid residues in 
MuA(D269, D336, and E392) align with the D,D-35-E motif 
present in retroviral integrases and many transposases, 
and mutations at these amino acids abolish both the donor 
DNA cleavage and strand transfer activities of MuA (Baker 
and Luo, 1994; Kim et al., 1995; E. Krementsova and 
T. A. B., unpublished data). Thus, MuA belongs to a pro- 
tein family, members of which probably catalyze breakage 
and joining of DNA and RNA phosphodiesters in a similar 
manner. 

This catalytic domain of MuA becomes chemically active 
only when properly assembled into a tetramer on the ends 
of the Mu genome. Both assembly of the transpososome 
and subsequent reaction steps promoted by the MuA tetra- 
mer are influenced by several DNA sites and proteins that 
can be considered cofactors in the overall reaction (re- 
viewed by Mizuuchi, 1992b; Haniford and Chaconas, 
1992). Among these cofactors are the DNA sites at each 
end of the Mu genome. Each end carries three MuA- 
binding sites with a 22 bp consensus sequence; the left- 
end sites are designated Ll, L2 and L3, while those on 
the right end are called Rl, R2, and R3 (Craigie et al., 
1984). While all six sites appear to participate in transposo- 
some assembly (Allison and Chaconas, 1992), only three 
sites, Ll, Rl, and R2, are stably bound by the MuA tetra- 
mer within a transpososome (Lavoie et al., 1991; Mizuuchi 
et al., 1991, 1992). One of the sequence-specific DNA- 
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Figure 1. Mu Transpososomes and the Domain Structure of MuA 

(A) Three types of Mu transpososomes in the Mu transposition path- 
way. See the text for details. 
(B) The domain structure of MuA protein and the MuA derivatives used 
in this study. Parts of the MuA protein contained in each derivative are 
indicated by the horizontal lines. See the text for details. wt, wild type. 

binding subdomains of MuA (domain IB) binds to these 
22 bp sequences (Leung et al., 1989; Zou et al., 1991). 

Efficient assembly of a transpososome also requires an 
enhancer-like sequence element on the Mu donor DNA, 
the internal activation sequence (IAS), as another DNA 
cofactor (Mizuuchi and Mizuuchi, 1989; Leung et al., 1989; 
Surette et al., 1989). Approximately 100 bp long, the IAS 
overlaps with the Mu operator sequence and is composed 
of three components: two clusters of MuA-binding se- 
quences separated by a binding site for integration host 
factor (IHF), a sequence-specific DNA-bending protein 
(Mizuuchi and Mizuuchi, 1989; Surette et al., 1989).,The 
N-terminal subdomain (domain IA) forms a winged h;lix- 
turn-helix DNA-binding structure (Clubb et al., 1994) and 
binds to the repeated consensus sequences within the 
IAS, which also binds Mu repressor (Craigie et al., 1984; 
Leung et al., 1989; Mizuuchi and Mizuuchi, 1989). MuA 
protein lacking this subdomain, MuA(77-663), cannot uti- 
lize the IAS. 

The protein cofactors for transposition include the host- 
encoded DNA-bending proteins HU and IHF and the Mu- 
encoded target DNA-binding protein MuB. HU and IHF 
play important roles in SSC assembly: IHF by binding to 
its site in the IAS and effecting a DNA bend (Surette et al., 

1989; Surette and Chaconas, 1989) and HU by interacting 
with the left end, probably between the Ll and L2 sites 
(Lavoie and Chaconas, 1993, 1994). MuB participates at 
several steps in the transposition pathway. Efficient strand 
transfer requires activation of the CDC by interaction of 
the MuA tetramer with MuB (Baker et al., 1991). MuB is 
especially important for delivering a nonimmune target 
DNA site to the CDC by binding tightly in a sequence- 
independent manner to DNA in the presence of ATP. A 
DNA molecule is an “immune” target if it carries MuA- 
binding sites and “nonimmune” if it lacks such sites. These 
descriptions reflect the fact that a Mu donor DNA plasmid 
(or other plasmid carrying MuA-binding sites) only rarely 
acquires an additional insertion of Mu DNA by transposi- 
tion. The poor use of these DNAs as transposition target 
is due to preferential dissociation of MuB from DNA mole- 
cules that are bound by MuA (Adzuma and Mizuuchi, 
1988). As a result of this “clearing” of MuB from the DNA 
near MuA-binding sites, stable oligomers of MuB can only 
accumulate on nonimmune DNAs. These MuB-bound DNA 
sites are preferentially used as target, so self-destruction 
of the Mu genome by transposition is avoided (see Mizu- 
uchi, 1992b). In the absence of MuB (or ATP), the intermo- 
lecular strand transfer reaction is very inefficient (Maxwell 
et al., 1987; Adzuma and Mizuuchi, 1988). The C-terminal 
subdomain of MuA (domain 1118, amino acids 606-663) is 
required for interaction with MuB (Baker et al., 1991; 
Leung and Harshey, 1991; Wu and Chaconas, 1994). MuA 
protein that lacks this subdomain does not recognize MuB 
and thus cannot carry out efficient intermolecular strand 
transfer. 

Once assembled into a stable tetramer, the four MuA 
monomers within the complex promote a single round of 
the cleavage and strand transfer reactions without dissoci- 
ating or exchanging with free monomers. In this study, we 
focus on the question of which monomers interact with 
two of the reaction cofactors, the IAS and MuB protein, 
during assembly of the transpososome and within the sta- 
ble tetramer. The results provide insight into how the co- 
factors function. During assembly, both the IAS and the 
MuB-target DNA complex appear to contact all four of the 
monomers that will end up in the tetramer, thus providing 
a scaffolding for assembly of the complex. In contrast, for 
MuB to stimulate strand transfer it need only contact a 
subset of the monomers in the tetramer, but in doing so 
appears to activate catalysis by the whole complex. 

Results 

To probe the mechanism of action of the DNA and protein 
cofactors involved in Mu transposition, we used mutant 
versions of MuA defective in interacting with the particular 
cofactor of interest (Figure 1 B). These proteins were mixed 
with wild-type MuA or MuA derivatives carrying mutations 
that render the protein defective in cleavage and strand 
transfer reactions. The activities expressed by the re- 
sulting transpososomes, as well as the amounts of the 
different forms of MuA incorporated into them, provided 
insight into how the cofactors influence the assembly and 
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activity of the complexes. One protein in each reaction 
mixture was labeled with % so that its presence in the 
stable protein-DNA complexes could be detected and 
quantitated by autoradiography with storage phosphor 
plates after separation of the SSC, CDC, and STC by gel 
electrophoresis. By carrying out parallel reactions with the 
same protein concentrations but with the ?S label in a 
different partner, we could calculate the ratio of each MuA 
derivative in the different complexes. The presence of a 
mutant protein in one of the stable complexes indicates 
that the mutant was present in the tetramer that formed 
the complex; thus, the mixed tetramer must be functional 
for all the steps required to generate the observed complex. 

Every MuA Monomer in the Tetramer Must Interact 
with the IAS for Efficient IAS-Assisted 
SSC Assembly 
Under our standard reaction conditions, which include 
Mu6 (0.6 PM) and target DNA (IO ug/mI), both the IAS 
and the N-terminal IAS-binding domain of MuA are critical 
for efficient assembly of the SSC (Mizuuchi and Mizuuchi, 
1989; see Figures 2A and 2B). We were interested in find- 
ing out how many of the monomers that constitute the 
MuA tetramer interact with the IAS during assembly. 

To address this question, we performed reactions using 
wild-type MuA and MuA(77-663) and assayed for the pres- 
ence of each protein in the stable protein-DNA complexes 
by autoradiography after electrophoresis on a native aga- 
rose gel (Figure 2). As expected, little formation of any 
transpososome occurred with MuA(77-663) alone, even 
after 3 hr (Figure 2A). In contrast, wild-type MuA alone 
efficiently formed all three types of transpososome, with 
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Figure 2. Transpososome Assembly in the Presence of MuA(77-663) 

All four MuA monomers must be able to interact with the IAS for an 
efficient MuA tetramer assembly by the IAS-assisted pathway. Autora- 
diogram after nondenaturing agarose gel electrophoresis of the com- 
plexes formed by wild-type (wt) MuA and MuA(77-663). We used 50 
nM each of the two MuA derivatives separately or in combination. One 
of the MuA derivatives in each reaction was labeled by %S. pBR322 
was used as the target DNA. The reactions were incubated at 30°C 
for the times indicated. The MuA derivatives included in the reactions 
are shown above each lane. STC(intra), intramolecular strand transfer 
complex. The STC(inter) migrated as two distinct bands under the con- 
ditions used. The slower migrating band contained the complex with 
its target DNA segment relaxed, while in the faster migrating complex 
the target DNA segment was held supercoiled by the bound MuA 
tetramer (data not shown). 

strand transfer complexes accumulating within 5 min (Fig- 
ure 28). When equal concentrations of wild-type MuA and 
MuA(77-663) were mixed, only a small amount of 
MuA(77-663) was incorporated into the complexes (Fig- 
ure 2C). The ratio of the two proteins in each of the com- 
plexes was estimated by comparing the lanes in Figures 
2C and 2D. Approximately 95% of the MuA in each of 
the types of stable complexes was wild-type MuA, with 
MuA(77-663) contributingonlyabout 5%. Therefore, most 
tetramers formed under these conditions have four wild- 
type monomers, indicating that during assembly the dele- 
tion protein is specifically excluded. These data suggest 
that all four of the MuA monomers that become incorpo- 
rated into the stable tetramer interact with the IAS during 
assembly. 

MuB-Target DNA Complex Can Assist 
Transpososome Assembly by MuA(77-663) 
Although virtually inactive under standard conditions, 
MuA(77-663) was partially activated by higher concentra- 
tions of MuB protein. As shown above, little donor cleav- 
age or strand transfer by MuA(77-663) was detectable 
under standard reaction conditions. However, when the 
concentration of MuB was increased, intermolecular strand 
transfer became efficient; this increased efficiency was 
clear at 1.2 uM MuB, and maximum activity was observed 
at 2.4 uM (higher concentrations did not improve the reac- 
tion efficiency further; data not shown). Reactions with 
wild-type MuA were not dramatically influenced by these 
changes in MuB concentration (Figure 3A). 

The stimulation of MuA(77-663) by MuB depended on 
the presence of nonimmune intermolecular target DNA. 
In the absence of this type of target DNA, higher concen- 
trations of MuB did not rescue the defect of MuA(77-663); 
no product could be detected irrespective of the concen- 
tration of MuB (data not shown). The specific requirement 
for a nonimmune target DNA indicates that a stable MuB- 
DNA complex is needed to rescue the defect of MuA(77- 
663), as neither free MuB (not stably bound to DNA) nor 
MuB that forms a transient complex with the donor DNA 
can function in this capacity. Since MuA(77-663) is defec- 
tive in transposition under standard reaction conditions 
because it fails to assemble, it is logical to conclude that 
high concentrations of MuB-target DNA complex activate 
MuA(77-663) by allowing it to assemble into an active 
transpososome. Thus, the MuB-target DNA complex can 
substitute functionally for the IAS in assembly of the MuA 
tetramer. 

This MuB-target DNA-dependent assembly pathway 
was most apparent with MuA derivatives that lack the IAS- 
binding domain. When reactions were done with wild-type 
MuA or MuA(77-663) using a donor DNA lacking the IAS 
(to prevent IAS-assisted assembly by the wild-type pro- 
tein), high concentrations of MuB were not as effective 
at stimulating strand transfer by wild-type MuA as by 
MuA(77-663) (Figure 38). Therefore, it appears that the 
IAS-binding domain, in the absence of the IAS, inhibits 
the MuB-target DNA complex-assisted pathway of trans- 
pososome assembly (see below). 
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Figure 3. MuB-Target-Assisted Transposo- 
some Assembly with MuA(77-663) 

(A) MuB-target DNA complex can assist the 
transpososome assembly by MuA(77-663). 
Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA reaction 
products after dissociation of proteins by SDS. 
The reaction was incubated at 30°C for 60 min 
in the presence of different concentrations of 
MuB as indicated. The MuA derivatives in- 
cluded in the reactions (50 nM each) are shown 

Target oc- Target oc- aboveeachlane.ThedonorDNAwaspMK586. 

Donor oc- Donor oc- (8) The IAS-binding domain of MuA inhibits 
MuB-assisted assembly of the transpososome 

Target sc- 
Target sc- in the absence of the IAS. Reactions were ex- 

Donor sc- Donor sc- actly the same as in (A), except that the donor 
DNA used, pMK588, did not carry the IAS. 

a b c d e f a h R h c d e f ” h Band positions are labeled as follows: Donor 
SC, supercoiled donor; Donor OC, open circle 

donor; Tarqet SC, supercoiled @X174 RF target; Tarqet OC, open circle 0X174 RF target; STP(inter), intermolecular strand transfer product; 
STP(intra),intramolecular strand transfer product; CD; cleaved donor 

How many of the MuA monomers interact with MuB dur- 
ing tetramer assembly by the MuB-target DNA complex- 
assisted pathway? To answer this question, we took a 
similar approach to the experiment of Figure 2; this time 
we made use of a doubly defective protein, MuA(77-605), 
which cannot interact with either the IAS or MuB. MuA(77- 
605) was virtually inactive on its own, regardless of high 
concentrations of MuB; only asmall amount of the intramo- 
lecular STC was generated even after a 90 min incubation 
(Figure 4A, lane b). MuA(77-605) is inactive only because 
of defects in cofactor-mediated complex assembly; it is 
fully active under conditions that bypass the cofactor re- 
quirements for assembly (data not shown). When added 
to a reaction containing MuA(77-663), an equal concentra- 
tion of MuA(77-605) was inhibitory (approximately 70% 
inhibition; compare lanes a and c in Figure 4), and very 
little MuA(77-605) (less than 5% of the total MuA in the 
complex) was incorporated into the complex (lane d). 
Thus, it appears that the four MuA monomers that consti- 
tute the MuA tetramer interact with MuB during MuB-tar- 
get-assisted transpososome assembly. 

The cofactor requirements for transpososome assembly 
are less stringent in the presence of glycerol (Mizuuchi 
and Mizuuchi, 1989), and the standard reaction conditions 
used in this study included 15% glycerol because the reac- 
tion is more efficient in its presence. When glycerol was 
omitted from the reactions containing a high concentration 
of MuB, MuA(77-663) was less active (Figure 4B, lane a), 
while MuA(77-605) had no detectable cleavage or strand 
transfer activity (lane b). Further, the demand for all four 
MuA monomers to interact with MuB for the MuB-target- 
assisted transpososome assembly was more stringent in 
the absence of glycerol; no double mutant protein could 
be detected in the complexes formed in the presence of 
MuA(77-663) and MuA(77-605) (lane d). 

The experiments presented in the last two sections re- 
veal two pathways for assembly of active transpososomes, 
one that involves interaction of four monomers with the 
IAS and a second in which four monomers interact with 
the MuB-target DNA complex. These data contribute to 
models for the mechanism of cofactor-dependent complex 
assembly (see Discussion). 
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Figure 4. Requirements for the MuB-Target-Assisted Transposo- 
some Assembly 

All four MuA monomers must be able to interact with MuB for an 
efficient assembly of the MuA tetramer by the MuB-target DNA- 
assisted pathway. Autoradiogram after nondenaturing agarose gel 
electrophoresis (see Experimental Procedures for details) of the com- 
plexes formed by MuA(77-663) and MuA(77-605). separately or in 
combination. Standard reaction conditions were used, except that it 
contained 2.3 PM MuB. pBR322 was used as the target DNA, and 
reactions were incubated for 90 min. Reactions shown in (A) included 
15% glycerol, while those in (8) did not contain glycerol. The MuA 
derivatives included in the reactions (50 nM each) are shown above 
each lane. Labeling is the same as in Figure 2. 
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Mu6 Does Not Have to interact with All Four MuA 
Monomers to Assist Intermolecular 
Strand Transfer 
In the last section, a pathway for assembly of an active 
Mu transpososome that depends on a MuB-target DNA 
complex was demonstrated. For MuB to promote this as- 
sembly reaction, all four monomers in the MuA tetramer 
apparently need to interact with MuB. The more commonly 
appreciated role of MuB in transposition is its delivery 
of intermolecular target DNA to an assembled trans- 
pososome and stimulation of strand transfer by the MuA 
tetramer. The following experiments address how many 
monomers in the tetramer need to contact MuB for this 
stimulation of intermolecular strand transfer. These exper- 
iments utilized another deletion protein, MuA(l-615). 
which is unable to interact with MuB, but can assemble 
transpososomes and carry out donor DNA cleavage and 
intramolecular strand transfer as efficiently as the full- 
length MuA in the absence of MuB (Baker et al., 1991). 

To address the question of how many monomers need 
to interact with MuB during strand transfer, we mixed equal 
concentrations of wild-type MuA and MuA(l-615) in a re- 
action containing MuB and pBR322 as target DNA (Figure 
5). The donor DNA carried the IAS, and both proteins had 
the IAS-binding domain, so under these conditions assem- 
blycould take place efficiently by the IAS-dependent path- 
way. The presence of equimolar MuA(l-615) inhibited in- 
termolecular strand transfer by wild-type MuA; the level 
of intermolecular STC was about 30% of that made by 
wild-type MuA alone (compare Figure 5A with the sum of 
Figures 5C and 5D). However, MuA(l-615) was stably 
incorporated into the STC containing intermolecular tar- 
get DNA (STC(inter); Figure 5D), indicating that not all 
monomers in the tetramer need to contact MuB during 
MuB-dependent intermolecular strand transfer. The con- 
tributionsofwild-type MuAand MuA(l-615) in the intermo- 

STC(l”ter)[I: 

CDC 
STC(lntra) 1 

ssc - 

Figure 5. Intermolecular Strand Transfer in the PresepTe of MuA 
(1-615) 

Not all MuA mcnomers in the CDC must be able to interact with MuB 
for MuB-assisted intermolecular strand transfer. Autoradiogram after 
nondenaturing agarose gel electrophoresis of the complexes formed 
by wild-type (wt) MuA and MuA(1-615). We used 50 nM each of the 
two MuA derivatives separately or in combination. One of the MuA 
derivatives in each reaction was labeled by % pBR322 was used as 
the target DNA. The reactions were incubated at 30% for the times 
indicated. The MUA derivatives included in the reactions are shown 
above each lane. Labeling is the same as in Figure 2. 

lecular STC were approximately 75% and 25%, respec- 
tively. Values obtained from independent experiments 
ranged between 65% and 80% for wild-type MuA and be- 
tween 35% and 20% for MuA(l-615) in the complex. 

The relative contributions of the two proteins in the inter- 
molecular STC remained at approximately 3 to 1 when 
reactions contained one fifth of our standard concentration 
of wild-type MuA (10 nM) and 50 nM MuA(l-615) (data 
not shown). Although calculation of the ratio is not precise 
owing to errors inherent to the measurements, we con- 
clude that at least one, and possibly two, MuA monomers 
that are unable to interact with MuB can be present within 
a MuA tetramer without seriously impeding its capacity 
for MuB-assisted intermolecular strand transfer. 

Which MuA Monomer Interacts with Mu6 Is Not 
Critical for MuB-Assisted Intermolecular 
Strand Transfer 
To address whether or not the monomer that catalyzes 
strand transfer needs to interact with MuB directly, we 
carried out a complementation experiment using MuA(1- 
615) and MuA(E392Q). MuA(E392Q) is defective in cleav- 
age and strand transfer, but assembles into the SSC and 
retains the MuB-binding domain (domain IIIB) (Baker and 
Luo, 1994; Baker et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1995). If this 
mutant protein can work with MuA(l-615) to form the inter- 
molecular STC, different monomers within the tetramer 
must be able to contribute the MuB interaction domain 
and the critical acidic residues in domain IIA (referred to 
as active site in the following discussion). 

When MuA(l-615) was mixed with an equal concentra- 
tion of MuA(E392Q), a single discrete intermolecular 
strand transfer product band was formed (Figure 6A, lane 
e). This discrete band contained products in which only 
one of the two Mu DNA ends was covalently joined to the 
target DNA (data not shown; Bakeret al., 1994). It migrates 
slower in an agarose gel than the intermolecular strand 

transfer products made by wild-type MuA, which have both 
cleaved ends of the Mu DNA joined to the target DNA and 
migrate as a series of topoisomers (Figure 6A, lane f). 
Roughly equal amounts of each MuA derivative were 
found in the intermolecular STC, as judged by autoradiog- 
raphy of the complexes containing %-labeled proteins 
(Figure 6B, lanes c and d). Was the Mu end that remained 
unjoined in the single end strand transfer products cleaved 
or uncleaved? The single end strand transfer products 
were isolated from an agarose gel, and the overall extent 
of cleavage at the two Mu ends was measured. Approxi- 
mately half of the Mu ends (60% and 40% at the left and 
right ends, respectively) remained uncleaved (and un- 
joined to target DNA) (data not shown). Since the 50% of 
the Mu ends that completed strand transfer must have 
been cleaved, almost none of the unjoined ends in these 
complexes could have been cleaved. Therefore, it appears 
that, although two molecules each of MuA(l-615) and 
MuA(E392Q) can form a mixed tetramer able to promote 
MuB-dependent intermolecular strand transfer, only one 
of the donor ends can be cut and joined to the target DNA 
by this complex. 
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Is it obligatory then for the two monomers that donate 
the domain II for cutting and joining to be activated by the 
other two monomers contacting MuB by their domain IIIB? 
If this were the case, a double mutant protein that retains 
neither the chemical activities nor the MuB interaction do- 
main should not be able to participate in intermolecular 
strand transfer. We tested whether the double mutant 
MuA(l-615[E392Q]) protein could participate in intermo- 
lecular strand transfer. Generation of single end intermo- 
lecular strand transfer product in a reaction containing a 
mixture of the double mutant and wild-type MuA would 

indicate that incorporation of this mutant protein into a 
tetramer does not block productive interaction with MuB. 

When the reaction was carried out in the presence 
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Figure 6. A Mixed Tetramer Containing MuA 
(1-615) and MuA(E392Q) Generates Single- 
Ended STC(inter) 

(A) Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA reac- 
tion products after dissociation of proteins by 
SDS. Reactions were incubated at 30% for 
60 min. The MuA derivatives included in the 
reactions (50 nM each) are shown above each 
lane. Markers were as follows: lane a, donor 
pMK586 DNA; lane b, @X174 RF target DNA. 
Labeling is the same as in Figure 3. 
(6) Autoradiogram of a nondenaturing agarose 
gel of the complexes made by MuA(l-615) and 
MuA(E392Q). pBR322 was used as target 
DNA, and the reactions were incubated at 
30°C for 60 min. We included 50 nM each of 
the MuA derivatives shown above each lane in 
the reactions. Labeling is the same as in Fig- 
ure 2. 

of equal concentrations of wild-type MuA and MuA(l- 
615[E392Q]), both single end intermolecular strand trans- 
fer product and complete product accumulated (Figure 
7A). The double-ended strand transfer products are ex- 
pected to result from the MuA tetramers composed of four 
wild-type monomers. On the other hand, the single-ended 
strand transfer product should have at least one, possibly 
two, mutant MuA monomers in the tetramer. Analysis of 
the gel-purified single-ended strand transfer product as 
described above indicated that the majority of the ends 
that did not complete strand transfer in this product had 
not been cleaved either (data not shown). Thus, most of 
the single end strand transfer product was generated by 
a MuA tetramer that incorporated the double mutant pro- 

3ne end STC 
(inter) 

STC 
(inter) 

CDC 
STC (intra) 
ssc 

Figure 7. MuA(l-615[E392Q]) Can Form a 
Single-Ended STC(inter) with Wild-Type MuA 

(A) Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA reac- 
tion products after dissociation of proteins by 
SDS. The reactions were incubated at 30% 
for 60 min. Protein concentrations and reaction 
conditions are the same as in Figure 5. We 
used 50 nM each of the MuA derivatives shown 
above each lane in the reactions. Markers were 
as follows: lane a, donor pMK586; lane b, 
@X174 RF target DNA. Labeling is the same 
as in Figure 3. wt, wild type. 
(B) Autoradiogram of a nondenaturing gel of 
the complexes formed by wild-type (wt) MuA 
and MuA(l-615]E392Q]). pBR322 was used as 
target DNA, and the reactions were incubated 
at 30°C for 60 min. We used 50 nM each of 
the MuA derivatives shown above each lane in 
the reactions. Labeling is the same as in Fig- 
ure 2. 

a b c d e a b c d 
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tein at a position in the tetramer where it prevents donor 
DNA cleavage. 

The ratio of the two proteins in the intermolecular STC 
was analyzed using %S-labeled proteins and autoradiogra- 
phy. Unfortunately, the STC(inter) containing the double- 
ended and single-ended strand transfer product could not 
be separated well enough to assess their protein composi- 
tions separately. Most of the single end STC(inter) mi- 
grates slightly slower than the slower migrating band of the 
normal STC(inter). As can be seen in Figure 78 (compare 
lanes c and d), approximately 200/o-30% of the MuA in 
the slower migrating band of the STC(inter) was the double 
mutant protein MuA(l-615[E392Q]). This is a minimum 
estimate of the contribution by the double mutant protein 
in the single end STC(inter). A significant fraction of the 
complex migrating at this gel position is expected to be 
the complete STC containing only the wild-type protein. 
Thus, at least some of the single end STC(inter) probably 
contained two MuA(l-615[E392Q]) monomers. 

Taken together, the last two mixing experiments argue 
that there are no two unique monomer positions within the 
tetramerthat must interactwith MuB during MuB-dependent 
intermolecular strand transfer. Mixtures of MuA(E392Q) 
and MuA(l-615) gave rise to single end strand transfer 
products in which only one end was usually cleaved; most 
tetramers appeared to consist of two of each type of mono- 
mers With this pair, MuA(E392Q) must provide the MuB 
interaction while MuA(l-615) provides the active site resi- 
dues from domain II. Similarly, mrxtures of wild-type MuA 
and MuA(l-615[E3920]) also generated single end STCs 
with only one end cleaved, and these complexes appeared 
to contain one or two MuA(l-615[E392Q]) monomers. 
However, in this second pair, wild-type MuA must be pro- 
viding both the MuB interaction and the domain II active 
site residues. Clearly, MuB can deliver a target DNA and 
activate catalysis of strand transfer by interacting with only 
a subset of the MuA monomers in the tetramer. Further- 
more, it appears that the MuB contact with the monomers 
promoting the strand transfer reaction can be either direct 
or indirect. The implications of these data for the mecha- 
nism of MuB activation of catalysis are discussed below. 

Discussion 

Two Pathways for Cofactor-Dependent 
Transpososome Assembly 
Assembly of an active transpososome is a critical step in 
Mu transposition. The requirements for complex assembly 
in vitro vary widely depending on the reaction conditions 
and the substrate DNA. Under certain in vitro conditions, 
MuA can assemble into an active complex on the Mu end 
DNA without the participation of cofactors (Savilahti et al., 
1995). However, under conditions that we consider to be 
close to physiological, assembly is very inefficient in the 
absence of any one of a number of cofactors. The partici- 
pation of these cofactors allows transposition to be con- 
trolled at an early step prior to cleavage of the DNA 
strands. In a sense, the requirement for the multiple cofac- 
tors is analogous to multiple checkpoint controls, all of 
which must be met prior to initiating a reaction or commit- 

ting to a developmental pathway. In this study, examining 
the assembly behavior of wild-type MuA and MuA deriva- 
tives defective in cofactor interactions provided several 
insights into the mechanisms by which transpososomes 
can be assembled. 

One of the critical cofactors for transpososome assem- 
bly is an enhancer-like DNA sequence element, the IAS. 
Here we demonstrated that for efficient IAS-assisted as- 
sembly, all four MuA monomers within the resulting trans- 
pososome needed to be able to interact with the IAS. 
Furthermore, in the process of studying IAS-dependent 
assembly, we discovered that the assembly defect of MuA 
that is unable to interact with the IAS is rescued by high 
concentrations of another reaction cofactor, MuB. The re- 
quirements for assistance of assembly by MuB are astable 
MuB-target DNA complex and the ability of all four mono- 
mers that end up in the tetramer to interact with MuB. 
Both of these requirements are specific for MuB-assisted 
assemblyof the MuAtetramerandare notobservedduring 
MuB stimulation of strand transfer. 

What the IAS and the MuB-target DNA complex have 
in common is that they contain DNA segments that can 
make multivalent contacts with MuA. How might the inter- 
action between the IAS, or the MuB-target DNA complex, 
and the four MuA monomers assist assembly of the trans- 
pososome? In the following model, the general scheme 
is described for the IAS interaction; however, the MuB- 
target DNA complex could function in an analogous 
manner. 

The IAS contains two clusters of MuA-binding se- 
quences separated by an IHF-binding site. It is therefore 
attractive to imagine that each cluster of MuA-binding se- 
quences interacts with one of the two Mu end DNA seg- 
ments bound by MuA monomers, as discussed by Allison 
and Chaconas (1992). By providing a bridging platform 
for close association between the two Mu DNAends bound 
by MuA monomers, perhaps at the branch point of the 
supercoiled donor DNA, the IAS may significantly influ- 
ence the association equilibrium between the two protein- 
DNA complexes at the two ends of the Mu genome. We 
imagine there is a reversible association of the two Mu 
end-MuA complexes prior to the irreversible conforma- 
tional change that leads to formation of the stable transpo- 
sosome. In the simplified scheme shown in Figure 8, we 
speculate that the dissociation rate constant, kmP, becomes 
slow in the presence of the IAS (keP >> km**), although the 
rate constant of the irreversible step, k3, may become fast 
as well (kg < k3*). 

By this scheme, it is clear that the IAS can promote 
assembly without becoming a stable component of the 
product, the SSC (A4D,). Indeed, the IAS is not a stable 
component of the SSC, CDC, or STC and is not required 
for the chemical steps once the SSC is assembled (Mizuu- 
chi et al., 1992; Surette and Chaconas, 1992). By providing 
a stable platform on which MuA monomers bound to the 
two Mu DNA ends can simultaneously interact, the MuB- 
bound target DNA complex could functionally substitute 
for the IAS in transpososome assembly. This type of role 
would explain the requirement for a high concentration of 
MuB and a nonimmune target DNA, since the stable higher 
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Figure 8. Possible Pathways of Transpososome Assembly 

Abbreviations are as follows: A, MuA; D, a Mu end DNA segment; E, 
the IAS or enhancer. (AsD2) and (EAsDz) are the hypothetical reversible 
complexes between the two ends, each bound by three MuA mono- 
mers prior to transition to the stable Mu end-bound MuA tetramer, 
A4D2. The above equations are oversimplified in many respects and 
should not be taken literally. For example, free MuA monomers revers- 
ibly associate with A4D2, and the IAS is expected to do the same. See 
the text for details. 

order MuB-DNA complex needed for this pathway should 
only accumulate on non-Mu-containing DNA owing to the 
target immunity mechanism that continually dissociates 
MuB from DNA containing MuA-binding sites. 

While important for assembly, the dependence on the 
interaction between MuA and the IAS is clearly not abso- 
lute; the requirement can be abolished or relaxed in vitro, 
for example in the presence of dimethyl sulfoxide or glyc- 
erol, or by the use of precleaved donor DNA. We have also 
found that several MuA derivatives with alterations at the 
essential active site residues exhibit reduced stringency 
for the assembly cofactor requirements. More specifically, 
the E392Q mutation partially rescues the defect in assem- 
bly of both the domain IA deletion protein and the domain 
Ill deletion protein in complementation experiments (D. 
Pincus, T. A. B., M. M., and K. M., unpublished data). 
Thus, assembly with an active site mutant, especially in 
the presence of higher concentrations of glycerol, should 
be considered partially IAS independent, We therefore 
avoided using this mutant for the investigation of transpo- 
sosome assembly. In contrast, we have not found evi- 
dence indicating that the active site mutations strongly 
affect MuB dependence for intermolecular strand transfer. 

Yang et al. (1995) have recently reported experiments 
using MuA derivatives lacking domain IA or containing this 
region from phage D108-A protein, which recognizes a 
different sequence at the IAS (Mizuuchi et al., 1986; Kukolj 
and DuBow, 1991). When these proteins, which cannot 
interact with the Mu IAS, were mixed with mutants defec- 
tive in catalysis owing to an alteration at residue E392, 
partially active complexes containing approximately equal 
amounts of both proteins were formed. We believe these 
data, which on the surface contradict our conclusion that 
all the monomers in the tetramer need to interact with the 
IAS for efficient assembly, reflect the partially IAS-inde- 
pendent conditions discussed above. Assembly of mixed 
tetramers containing MuA(E392Q) and MuA(77-663) has 
also been observed in our laboratories. However, the ma- 
jority of the resulting complexes appear to be cleaved only 

at the right end, while the left end is left uncleaved (M. M. 
and K. M., unpublished data), suggesting that it is more 
critical for the MuA monomers in the position to cut the 
left end to be able to interact with the IAS. The mixed 
tetramers that form under these conditions may be useful 
in further dissecting the role of individual monomers in 
catalysis. 

Possible Functions of MuB-Dependent 
Transpososome Assembly 
In the MuB-target DNA-assisted pathway of transposo- 
some assembly described in this report, complete STCs 
are efficiently produced without detectable accumulation 
of either the SSC or the CDC (data not shown). This is in 
contrast with the IAS-assisted pathway, in which signifi- 
cant sequential accumulation of the SSC and the CDC is 
detected prior to accumulation of the STC (data not shown; 
also see Mizuuchi et al., 1992). Apparently, the presence 
of the target-bound MuB in association with the transposo- 
some as it is formed accelerates the donor DNA cleavage 
and strand transfer steps, preventing significant accumu- 
lation of reaction intermediates. This pathway is also of 
interest because it alters the early steps of the in vitro Mu 
transposition reaction to make it resemble that of transpo- 
son Tn7, which does not have an IAS-like element. Effi- 
cient assembly of the Tn7 transposition complex requires 
preassembly of TnsC and TnsD proteins with the target 
DNA (Bainton et al., 1991, 1993); these target DNA-bind- 
ing proteins of Tn7, in combination, appear to be function- 
ally equivalent to MuB of phage Mu. Not only strand trans- 
fer, but also donor DNA cleavage, does not take place in 
the absence of a proper Tn7 target DNA. 

What might be the physiological significance of the 
MuB-target-assisted pathway for transpososome assem- 
bly? It is possible that for a physiological reaction with 
wild-type MuA acting on the IAS-containing phage DNA 
this pathway may be insignificant. It may be simply an 
evolutionary remnant of a Tn7-like ancestral transposon 
from which phage Mu evolved. Since phage Mu developed 
the IAS pathway, which renders transposition sensitive to 
the presence or absence of the phage repressor (Craigie 
et al., 1984; Mizuuchi and Mizuuchi, 1989), therefore help- 
ing its lifestyle as a temperate bacteriophage, MuB-target- 
assisted transpososome assembly may have become un- 
important. On the other hand, it is attractive to consider 
that, in vivo, the two pathways cooperate for efficient, 
physiologically sensible transpososome assembly. This 
notion is supported by an observation that CDC formation 
is inefficient in vivo in the absence of MuB (B. S. Chan 
and G. Chaconas, personal communication). Further- 
more, several previous observations have indicated that 
MuB can participate in transposition prior to strand trans- 
fer (Surette et al., 1991; Baker et al., 1991). These earlier 
roles of MuB have been particularly noticeable when the 
reaction was partially crippled, for example by mutations 
in the donor DNA substrate (Surette et al., 1991; Wu and 
Chaconas, 1992) or in MuA (this study; Z. Wu and G. Cha- 
conas, personal communication). 

Obligatory accumulation of the stable higher order 
MuB-target DNA complex prior to assembly of the trans- 
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pososome by the MuB-dependent pathway would en- 
hance stringency of target immunity. This way, establish- 
ment of a proper distribution of the functional higher order 
MuB complex among DNA sites must precede the transpo- 
sosome assembly: the target-free CDC, which is ready for 
strand transfer as soon as it encounters even MuB-free 
DNA, albeit with low efficiency, will not accumulate. In- 
deed, the ratio of STCscontaining nonimmune target DNA 
to those utilizing intramolecular target sites was substan- 
tially higher when the reaction was carried out in the ab- 
sence of glycerol and in the presence of higher concentra- 
tions of MuB (M. M. and K. M., unpublished data). 

The MuB-target DNA-assisted transpososome assem- 
bly was inefficient with wild-type MuA when tested with a 
donor DNA missing the IAS. This may appear to indicate 
that this pathway does not operate with the wild-type pro- 
tein. We believe this is not the case based on other obser- 
vations mentioned above. We propose that in the absence 
of the IAS, the domain IA of the monomers bound to the 
two Mu ends interacts with fortuitous DNA sites that are 
not closely positioned as are the sites in the IAS. Thus, 
this domain becomes inhibitory rather than stimulatory for 
the assembly. Such a dual effect of the domain IA, positive 
in the presence of the IAS and negative in its absence, 
would effectively enhance the substrate specificity of the 
reaction. 

MuB Stimulates Strand Transfer by Promoting a 
Cooperative Structural Transition in the 
MuA Tetramer 
Regardless of whether it is necessary for assembly of the 
transpososome, MuB is a critical cofactor during strand 
transfer, delivering intermolecular target DNA and stimu- 
lating catalysis by MuA. Mixtures of MuAderivatives, some 
of which were unable to interact with MuB, were used 
to address several questions about how this MuA-MuB 
interaction activates strand transfer. These data reveal 
that not all monomers in the tetramer need to interact with 
MuB for MuB-assisted intermolecular strand transfer. 
Mixed tetramers containing an active site mutant, Mu- 
A(E392Q), and MuA(l-615), which cannot interact with 
MuB, were able to accomplish MuB-dependent single end 
strand transfer. These complexes almost certainly are 
composed of two MuA(l-615) monomers and two mono- 
mers of MuA(E392Q). Therefore, a transpososome con- 
taining two MuB-interacting MuA monomers, while per- 
haps not as efficient as one with four MuB-interacting 
monomers, is capable of capturing MuB-bound target 
DNA. Can a MuA tetramer containing only one monomer 
that can interact with MuB capture MuB-bound target 
DNA? We believe the answer is no, or at least not effi- 
ciently; otherwise, the intermolecular STC should have 
contained more than 50% of MuA(l-615) when mixed with 
MuA(E392Q). The strong inhibition of intermolecular 
strand transfer when MuA(l-615) was mixed with wild- 
type MuA, and relatively low occupancy by the mutant 
protein in the resulting STC(inter), further supports the 
notion that the larger the number of MuA monomers capa- 
ble of interacting with MuB, the more efficiently MuB- 
bound target DNA is captured. 

Protein-protein contact between the domain IllBof MuA 
and MuB stimulates the rate of strand transfer about 40- 
fold, and the DNA segment that has been bound by MuB 
is used as the target (Baker et al., 1991; Adzuma and 
Mizuuchi, 1988). We asked whether MuB must activate 
strand transfer by directly contacting the monomer that 
performs the chemical reaction of strand transfer (cis acti- 
vation) or instead must interact through a specific partner 
across the tetramer (trans activation). The physical ar- 
rangements of the monomers within the tetramer that per- 
form the specific reactions is not yet known. However, the 
activities of the mixed tetramers presented here argue that 
domain IIIB can function in frans to the domain II catalytic 
residues. The mixing experiments also indicate that the 
cis configuration is probably functional too, indicating that 
MuA monomers that carry out strand transfer can be acti- 
vated either way. Thus, it appears that the efficiency of a 
productive capture of the MuB-bound target DNA by the 
MuA tetramer depends on the number, rather than the 
positions, of the MuA monomers within the tetramer that 
can interact with MuB. The interactions between the MuA 
and MuB molecules that stimulate strand transfer by the 
CDC do not appear to operate independently at the individ- 
ual MuA monomers within the tetramer. Instead, this stim- 
ulation must take place cooperatively through all four MuA 
monomers within the complex. 

We believe the multiple layers of regulatory checkpoints 
built into the assembly, activity, and disassembly of Mu 
transpososome help efficiently produce physiologically 
sensible types of transposition products with judicious tim- 
ing. Higher order protein-nucleicacid complexes involved 
in many other reactions are also likely to be able to accom- 
modate elaborate regulatory mechanisms suitable fortheir 
function. Understanding several systems in depth should 
be generally useful, since it is likely that similar types of 
macromolecular interactions are used as the building 
blocks of different regulatory mechanisms. However, the 
purpose and placement of these regulatory checkpoints 
would vary among different reactions because of the differ- 
ent physiological demands imposed on them. For exam- 
ple, the roleof the IAS in Mu transpositional recombination 
is distinct from the role of the recombination enhancer in 
Hin site-specific recombination. The protein-DNA com- 
plex containing a pair of hix recombination sites and the 
Hin recombinase can be formed, but DNA cutting and liga- 
tion are slow without the enhancer or the enhancer-binding 
protein, Fis (Heichman and Johnson, 1990; Johnson and 
Bruist, 1989). The Fis-bound enhancer appears to play 
a major role in a conformational step after DNA cutting, 
leading to ligation of the DNA ends in the recombined 
configuration instead of the nonrecombined configuration 
(FL Johnson, personal communication). The difference in 
the placement of the major control point among different 
types of recombination reactions probably reflects, in part, 
the different nature of the chemistry. The reversible cutting 
and joining reaction of conservative site-specific recombi- 
nation systems is well suited to have a control point further 
downstream than transpositional recombination systems, 
in which the first chemical step is an irreversible endo- 
nucleolytic DNA cleavage. 
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Experimental Procedures 

DNA and Reagents 
Buffers and standard DNA substrates were as previously described 
(Baker et al., 1993). The standard mini-Mu donor DNA was pMK586 
(Mizuuchi et al., 1992). The mini-Mu DNA without the IAS, pMK588, 
was constructed from pMK586 by replacing the IAS-containing 
BamHI-Clal fragment with a linker DNA. @X174 RFI (GIBCO BRL) or 
pBR322 (GIBCO BRL) was used as target DNA. The competitor DNA, 
a double-stranded synthetic oligonucleotide containing two MuA- 
binding sites, has been previously described (Mizuuchi etal., 1991). All 
restriction endonucleases were obtained from New England BioLabs. 

The expression plasmid (PET-MuA149) for MuA(E392Q) has been 
described in Baker et al. (1994). The expression plasmid for the double 
mutant, MuA(l-615[E392Q]) (pMK618), was constructed by combin- 
ing appropriate DNA fragments from plasmids coding for the separate 
mutant proteins: the 1566 bp Ncol-Asel fragment from PET-MuA 
was ligated with the 279 bp fragment of pMK576 plasmid containing 
the MuA(l-615) coding sequence digested with BamHl and Asel. 
Then, the resulting fragment was ligated with the 3.65 kb Ncol-BamHI 
fragment of PET-3d (Novagen). The expression plasmid for the double 
deletion protein, MuA(77-605) (pMK599), was constructed, using as 
the template pMK482 coding for MuA(77-663) by PCR-mediated dele- 
tion of the DNA coding for the C-terminal domain and ligating the 
Ndel-BamHI fragment coding for the deletion protein with the Ndel- 
BamHl fragment of PET-SC (Novagen). 

Proteins 
MuB protein was purified as described by Chaconas et al. (1985) with 
the additional step described by Adzuma and Mizuuchi (1991) to re- 
move aggregated protein. HU protein was agift from Dr. M. H. Werner 
(National Institutes of Health). 

Wild-type MuA, MuA(l-615) MuA(E392Q), MuA(E3920[1-6151) 
MuA(77-663), and MuA(77-605) were purified essentially as de- 
scribed by Baker et al. (1993). MuA derivatives were radiolabeled with 
pS]methionine in viva, as described by Baker et al. (1993) with minor 
modifications and purified essentially according to Baker et al. (1993). 
The specific radioactivity of protein preparations was determined by 
scintillation counting and adjusted by adding the corresponding unla- 
beled protein so that the specific radioactivities of the pair of labeled 
proteins used within each experiment matched. [3S]methionine was 
obtained from DuPont New England Nuclear Research Products, and 
methionine assay medium was purchased from Difco; 2.5 mCi (1175 
Cilmmole) was used to label 100 ml of cell culture. The protein concen- 
tration of unlabeled and ?S-labeled MuA preparations was determined 
spectrophotometrically with a value of sZBO = 1.58 for 1 mglml wild-type 
MuA, MuA(E392Q) and MuA(77-663) and c280 = 1.7 for MuA(l-615) 
MuA(E392Q[l-6151) and MuA(77-605). 

Transposition Reactions 
The standard reactions were as prevrously described (Baker et al., 
1993). Reaction mixtures contained 25 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8), 156 mM 
NaCI, 10 mM MgC&, 2 mM ATP, 15% glycerol, 10 uglml donor DNA 
(3.4 nM), 10 pglml @X174 RFI or pBR322 DNA, 20 pglml MuB (600 
nM), 2.4 uglml HU (130 nM), and 3.7 ug/ml MuA (50 nM) unless other- 
wise noted. The reactions were incubated at 3O’C for the time indi- 
cated. For nondenaturing electrophoresis of protein-DNA complexes, 
reactions were stopped by adding the competitor DNA to 20 times 
molar excess of MuA protein (30 uglml) and cooling in Ice water or 
freezing in liquid nitrogen. Ficoll 400 (Pharmacia) was added to 5% 
(w/v) prior to the electrophoresis. For the analysis of DNA products 
freed from proteins, reactions were stopped by adding 0.2 vol of stop 
solution (0.1% bromophenol blue, 2.5% SDS, 50 mM EDTA, and 50% 
Ficoll 400). Electrophoresis was as described in Baker et al. (1993) 
except fortheexperiment shown in Figure3, in which the electrophore- 
sis buffer contained 80 uglml bovine serum albumin (fraction V; Miles) 
and 10 uglml heparin (Sigma). These buffer additives drastically re- 
duced a high background smear due to free MuA(77-605) protein and 
also the band of MuA(77-605) monomers bound to supercoiled donor 
DNA during electrophoresis. 

Quantitation of Labeled Proteins in Complexes 
The quantity of 35S-labeled protein in transpososome bands was deter- 
mined by drying the agarose gels and exposing them to a Fuji imaging 
plate. Band intensities were measured by a Fujix BAS 2000 (Fuji Medi- 
cal Systems). 
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